LOERIES CREATES MAGIC
#CreateMagic

Achieving a Loerie is more than just a regular award – it is a measure
of the brands, agencies, production companies and people who work
tirelessly in pursuit of perfecting their craft.

Preetesh Sewraj
Loeries CEO

The 2022 Loeries Creative
Week once again unites the
brand communications industry
from Africa and the Middle East,
for a vibrant week of judging,
inspiration,
learning
and
celebration.
The theme is #CreateMagic,
the conclusion
of a trilogy
which started in 2020 with
“#CreateChange”and
“#FightTheGoodFight” in 2021.
Each theme was based on the
idea of tapping into the creative
landscape thinking and distilling
the essence of what was needed
for the industry to truly grow and
create impact.
#CreateMagic
acts
as
a
reminder
that
creative
excellence is a process that can
deliver a magical experience for
people across Africa and the
Middle East, as they navigate
a
challenging
environment

and abundance of choice. The
industry impacts lives through
works that not only excites the
consumers, but gets them to
open their hearts and minds to
new thinking.
Judges have travelled from all
over the world to the City of Cape
Town to see phenomenal work
that has delivered high-levels of
creative innovation. The judging
process has been intense,
a s s e s s i n g
magical works
worthy of the
highest creative
accolade in the
Africa
Middle
East
region
– a Loerie of
course!
There’s plenty of
#CreateMagic
all week with
a
packed
schedule
of
inspirational
e v e n t s ;
The
DSTV
Media
Sales
International
Seminar
of
Creativity
on
T h u r s d a y ,

where six top international
speakers present global insights
into the creative process and
the Accenture Song Loeries
Student Awards, recognising
young talent.
The week culminates in the
highly-anticipated
Loerie
Awards Ceremony, where the
very best work from Africa and
the Middle East will be honoured.
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THE CITY OF CAPE TOWN
WELCOMES THE LOERIES
Cape Town’s natural beauty

captivated the esteemed guests
revelling in glorious sunshine at the
Mayor’s Brunch in honour of Loeries
Creative Week 2022. Held at The
Bungalow in Clifton, overlooking
the Atlantic Ocean and backed
by the Twelve Apostles mountain
range, the Mayor addressed the
enthusiastic gathering of creative
minds from around the world.
“I am proud to say that Cape
Town is brimming with creativity
- innovation is part of our DNA. Fresh
and unique ideas flowing through

Geordin Hill Lewis
City of Cape Town
Executive Mayor
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our veins is what takes something
ordinary to extraordinary. Creative
expression through art, and film is
the essence of life distilled through
storytelling onto paper, canvas and
the big screen.” City of Cape Town
Executive Mayor Geordin Hill Lewis.
Lindile Xoko, Group Chief Revenue
Officer of Prime media, co-hosting
the event said, “The Primedia group
provides a canvas for creatives to
do what they do best; communicate
the messages for our clients and
more importantly, engage the
public in an exciting way. We love

what the Loeries stand for and it is a
pleasure to partner with the Loeries
to celebrate creative initiative.”
Jury Judge of Film and Film Craft,
Debbie Vandeven from Kansas,
holds South African film crews
in the highest regard, “I’m really
impressed with the incredible talent
of South Africa’s production facilities
and crew.” She added, “the number
of amazing South African creatives
working all over the world is way
disproportionate to the size of your
country.”

Cape Town is proud to be known as one of the creative
capitals of the world. Generations of designers, writers,
artists, musicians and others have drawn inspiration
from our outstanding natural beauty, diverse cultural
landscape, and vibrant communities and urban scene. I’m glad that we’re once
again able to gather together to celebrate creative excellence at the Loerie Awards
in Cape Town. I wish all nominees the best of luck, and all those attending the
Creative Week an inspiring stay in our great city.
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LOERIES CHAIRPERSON
SALUTES CREATIVITY
Sbu Sitole is the Co-Founder and Chief Creative Director of The Odd Number,
South Africa’s Agency of the year 2017 and 2019 respectively. The Odd Number has
consistently won awards in all South Africa’s major award shows including The
Creative Circle, the Loeries Awards, as well as the Pendorings Awards. The Odd
Number, is currently at second place in the Creative Circle Rankings.
‘I feel humbled and blessed to have been given the opportunity to take on the
Chairmanship of The Loeries. I look forward to playing a role in recognising and
celebrating the power of creativity across the continent as well as the Middle East.
Ultimately, it’s really about my fellow creative peers—nurturing, supporting, honouring
and being a part of them realising their inherent potential and ability to compete
globally.’

Sibusiso Sitole

Loeries Chairperson

“It’s our collective aim to highlight outstanding work that is making a difference in our
industry and shaping the creative landscape in Africa, the Middle East and beyond and
this year we saw phenomenal work entered from around the region.”
Preetesh Sewraj, CEO of The Loeries.

“I judge Film and Film Craft
and the production level
of the work was very good;
direction,
production,
cinematography, and art.
It was really brave, original
work and sometimes very
funny.”
Debbie Vandeven
Global CCO, VMLY&R
Kansas City
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LOERIES
JUDGES & JURY
The judging of over 2,500 Loeries
entries in 17 categories, took two
full days of stimulating appraisal.
And for the first time all five of our
highly esteemed Jury Presidents
were female. They radiated a
calming influence over the full
complement of 120 judges.
Debbie Vandeven, Jury President
for Film and Film Craft here from
Kansas City, said the production
level of the work was really good
and the service restaurant sector
was particularly strong. Chicken
Licken was really funny with
amazing
performance
and

Karin OnsangerBirch
Vice President
Creative of Lyft San
Francisco

direction, and Burger King “as
good as the original” work was
amazing. Animation and special
effects were also fantastic. “
Jury
Judge
for
PR,
Live
Communications and Out of
Home, Karen Onsager-Birch from
San Francisco pointed out, “When
the advertising industry intrudes
into people’s lives, we have the
responsibility to make that a
positive moment. That’s why it
was so great to see such a lot of
really funny work.”
She says, “I’m really proud of the
level of craft from the region. She

Esra Gülmen
Artist and Designer,
Berlin

Natalie Lam

Chief Creative Officer,
Publicis Groupe Asia Pacific,
Middle East and Africa
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Debbie Vandeven
Global CCO, VMLY&R
Kansas City

emphasised a piece of work she
wished she had done, “The Mami
Wata surf clothing brand was so
fresh, visceral and breath taking.”

“This is an 			
international event but it
feels intimate, because
there’s a real showcase
of different backgrounds,
disciplines, and voices. It
creates a really authentic
sense of community.”
Natalie Lam

Natalie Lam
Chief Creative Officer,
Publicis Groupe Asia
Pacific, Middle East
and Africa.

Mariana O’Kelly
Global ECD,
Ogilvy Chicago

AND THAT’S A WRAP - WITH
BRAND SOUTH AFRICA

The Brand South Africa Judges
Wrap took place on Wednesday
5th October to mark the end of
days of Judging. Hosted at the
Desmond and Leah Foundation
in District 6, guests included all
Loeries judges, partners and
media. The union reinforces to
creatives within our region of
Brand South Africa’s mandate
to build the country’s brand
reputation, in order to improve
its global competitiveness. Its
aim is also to build pride and
patriotism among South Africans,
to contribute to social cohesion,
active citizenship as well as
Nation Brand ambassadorship.

Sbu Sitole opened the evening
celebrating new and veteran
judges alike. Paul Middleton,
representing Brand South Africa
then welcomed the guests in
celebrating Creativity and Brand
South Africa.
Judging the work with a host of
talented creatives is extremely
stressful, which is why the final
round of judging was wrapped
up with an energetic celebration
of creativity.

“What I enjoyed most was the
quality of the judges and the
quality creatives that were part
of the process. There were a

couple of first-time judges who
got to experience the process,
and that’s always good because
we were sort of raising our own
timber so to speak,” says Sbu
Sitole, Co-Founder and CCO
of The Odd Number, as well
as Chairperson of The Loeries
Awards.
Coming out of an era of
uncertainty, many of the judges,
particularly the international
judges, were pleasantly surprised
by the quality, humour, and lightheartedness of the entries.

Believe in

South Africa’s
“Brand South
Africa’s partnership
with Loeries provide
a strategic platform
to promote the
Nation brand on
domestic platforms
using the pillar of
creative arts”.

Magic
- Sithembile
Ntombela, Acting
CEO Brand South
Africa

We are united in our creative
diversity. Play your part and
ignite the fire of imagination
that burns deep within
every South African.

I’m a magic nation
Loeries Daily Feed
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LOERIES JUDGING
Cape Town is abuzz as the 2022
Loeries Creative Week kicked off
with a bang, welcoming creatives
and industry leaders from around
the African continent and the
Middle East and across the world.
Amongst
them
are
five
international Jury Presidents and
120 judges from the region. “It’s
our collective aim to highlight
outstanding work that is making
a difference in our industry and
shaping the creative landscape
in Africa, the Middle East and
beyond and this year we saw
phenomenal work entered from
around the region.” Preetesh
Sewraj, CEO of The Loeries.
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“Humour really shone through
from the whole region and there
were some very funny entries
from multiple sources. We always
enjoy a really good laugh!
Karen Onsager-Birch from San
Francisco, Judging PR, Live
Communications and Out of
Home “This is an international
event but it feels intimate,
because there’s a real showcase
of
different
backgrounds,
disciplines, and voices. It creates
a really authentic sense of
community.”
Natalie Lam, Loeries 2022 Jury
President from Hong Kong. “I
judge Film and Film Craft and the

production level of the work was
very good; direction, production,
cinematography, and art. It was
really brave, original work and
sometimes very funny.” Debbi
Vandeven, Global CEO VMLY&R in
Kansas City.
Brian
Mtongana,
Co-Jury
President of the 2022 Loeries
Student Awards “It’s wonderful
to celebrate the work that has
been done across the region in a
creative industry that is evolving
and moving so rapidly. What’s
also exciting when it comes to
education, is the opportunity to
help contribute to a new way of
thinking.”

LOERIES MASTERCLASSES
iStore
The Metaverse – A New Reality or Just An Illusion?
Virtual

Mike Abel

3D

worlds
and
augmented
reality,
video
games
and
escapism in the
Metaverse were
all hot topics of
discussion in the
Loeries Creative

Week Masterclass from Mike Abel,
Founding Partner and CEO at M&C
Saatchi Abel.
The future of the metaverse in Africa
was discussed in a fascinating virtual
space called “Ubuntuland”. M&C
Saatchi Abel was the first African
agency to set up shop and buy
land in this African-centric virtual
reality world, along with other big
businesses like MTN and Nedbank.

Audience member Suaad Holland,
Creative Director for Woolworths
said, “I’m very excited by the
possibilities that Mike has outlined,
and that he’s so passionate about
the opportunities in the Metaverse.”
Commenting on being at The Loeries,
Mike smiles and says, “I always love
being exposed to the best minds in
our industry and hopefully, maybe,
winning an award or two!

Creative Circle
The Future of Creativity - Will Humans be replaced by AI?
No topic was too bold at

The Creative Circle’s Future of
Creativity Masterclass. From the
metaverse and NFTs (NonFungible Tokens), to tackling
gender-based violence through
ad campaigns and reaching
a younger audience through
authentic connectivity and AIgenerated content.
Peter Khoury has an optimistic
view of AI-generated content
to aid in writing, art and even
video editing. But he points out,

“humans control the tool, do not
let the tool control you.”
Nkagiseng Motau revealed the
power of real-time input using
social media to get context and
to “read the room”. She likened
this to a Twitter debate about
wigs by a Mega-Influencer, using
Twitter extracts as illustration.
“When we connect, we feel,”
said presenter Camilla Clerke’s.
She cited the “Bridal Armour” ad
campaign for Carling Black Label
focussing on spousal abuse,

with Black
themselves
problem.

Label recognising
as part of the

Nkgabiseng Motau, Camilla Clerke
& Pete Khoury

Red & Yellow
Metaverse, better or worse?

Metaverse

Verusha Maharaj

seems to be
the buzz word
of 2022, so
you might be
surprised to
hear the term

was used for the first time three
decades ago.
Carmen Schaefer, co-host of
the masterclass and head of
academics at Red and Yellow said,
“the metaverse is very community
based”
and
“understanding
which communities want to

connect with each other is
going to be key.” The talk of the
metaverse brings up anticipation
of disconnection, but Carmen
sees it as an “inclusionary and
not exclusionary” opportunity for
brands as well as people.

Gamifiying Game through and Odd Pairing
This masterclass audience

learned a few lessons about how
the unlikely pairing of The Odd
Number advertising agency and
later in the process King James,
succeeded in reviving Game,
a dying business that had not

seen a revamp in 30 years. An
audience member pinpointed
the concept when he said, “when
Game was rebranding, I noticed
they didn’t recreate the wheel,
but went back to the building
blocks of the company.”

The Odd Game
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LOERIES MASTERCLASSES

TikTok
Who knew all you had to do was show up and be yourself?

An app that took the world by

storm, with its crazy dances and
lip-syncing videos, is now
encouraging people to be as
authentic as we’ve ever seen
people be online.
Amy Davids, teacher by day and
content creator by night, shared
insights on where we are with the
TikTok global phenomenon. “We
really just want to know what goes
on in people’s lives. Vulnerability

and authenticity is the answer.”
Deanne
Hofhuis,
creative
strategist for Tiktok addresses
brands with the advice, “don’t
make ads, make TikToks.” She
adds, “speak with, rather than
speak at consumers.” She
encourages brands to “lose the
smoke and mirrors and create
content around how people are
actually interacting with their
product, even the mundane

things like groceries for the week
or the outfit of the day.”

Instagram
“Perfection is overrated - choose authenticity and originality”
A forceful message from the

Instagram
Masterclass
was
that perfecting your craft is not
a necessity to attract brands.
An authentic voice is more
important.
Audience member Kguagelo
Mambolo commented, “Being
authentic is something I saw
worked on my Instagram. I need
to make sure that brands I might
work with align with mine.”
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Other hot topics were new reel
features, bots invading social
media accounts, marketing and
monetizing your content. Creative
strategist, Gorkem Yegin Mert
created excitement as she
introduced new developments
for content creators and tips on
how to professionalize content.
She added, “reels are not a
format it’s a language. It’s a song
we all want to sing along too.”

LOERIES STUDENT EXPO
The generation who came to solve problems

There is something remarkable

about walking into a room filled
with the work of young creatives
and the disbelief that this can
have been done by students. It
feels like Generation Z was born
to disrupt, by producing really

innovative,
thought-provoking,
provocative,
communicative
work.
Lauren
Gericke,
a
visual
communication student from Red
& Yellow came up with a concept
that encourages consumers to

dye their old clothes - reinventing,
instead of discarding.
“DyeVersify” is an attempt to
create awareness of fast fashion
and solve the worlds issue of over
consumption.

Jenna Marie Alexander, a graphic
design student from Vega School
solved the three-way love story

between toddlers, ice cream and
sticky fingers with her “Little Five”
product. Her creation has built-

in drip trays for toddlers to fully
indulge without mom bothering
them with wet wipes.
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LOERIES CREATIVE FUTURE
SCHOLARSHIP
The Loeries Creative Future
Scholarship started in 2008
assisting
matriculants
with
bursaries
to
study
brand
communications,
with
19
scholarship students completing
their degrees and successfully
embarking on creative careers.
In 2022, The Loeries set out to
make an even bigger impact
in
conjunction
with
their

Scholarship
Students Jump
into the Deep End

education partners; AAA School
of Advertising, Red & Yellow
Creative School of Business, IIEVega School and Stellenbosch
Academy
of
Design
and
Photography. They joined forces
to fund 16 Degrees or Higher
Certificates.
Three
agencies,
Ogilvy, TBWA and Sunshine Gun,
provide financial and mentor
support for the students.

Student volunteers and Loeries scholarship
recipients Nix Winterburn and Anthenkosi
Ndzombane, have jumped straight into their
creative journey by helping out during the
Loeries Creative Week.
“I sat in the judging rooms and listened to
their critiques. It was amazing. It’s invaluable
as I can take this information and use it
to improve my work,” says Nix. Anthenkosi
added, “It allows us to get a better
perspective on what constitutes awardwinning work.”

A shortlist of over 50 students was
whittled down to 13 being offered
the much sought-after places
on the Loeries Creative Future
Scholarship programme for 2022
& another three for 2023. Preetesh
Sewraj, CEO of the Loeries says,
“It is important that The Loeries
leads the way in transforming
the industry by assisting students
who otherwise would not be able
to study.”

THE TIME IS
KEEP THOSE CREATIVE
JUICES FLOWING WITH
SUPER FAST GOOD FOOD
Refuel on delicious wraps, juicy burgers, hot toasties,
fresh salads, quick breakfasts, summer smoothies, 100%
African organic coffee, and much more!
Find us in Cape Town Centre, V&A Waterfront,
Canal Walk and Piazza Da Luz
Follow us on Instagram (@nownowbywoolworths) for all things NOW NOW
Download the app to click and collect or order on MrD or Uber Eats for delivery
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LOERIES SOCIAL

COMPETITION
What do you
love about the
Loeries in the city
of Cape Town?

Send us your answer, name

and contact details to: info@
loeries.com and stand the
chance to be one of three

winners of our Loeries T-shirt
and bag!
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LOERIES JUDGES HIGHLIGHTS
Print Craft

Film Panel
Digital Panel

The work in Film Craft category
was, in the eyes of judge and film
director Jeana Theron, “world
class!” She emphasised a piece
of work she wished she had done,
“The Mami Wata surf clothing
brand was so fresh, visceral and
breath taking.”
- Jeana Theron - Film Director at
Darling Films, Johannesburg

“There was a sense of embracing
life again after Covid, with a good
supply of humour, laughter and
optimism.”
- Lanre Adisa - Founder/Chief

“This year we have a Grand Prix in
print, which will be amazing to see.
And I think it is going to pave the way
for the kind of work we should be
doing.”
- Vidya Manmohan - Founder &

Chief Creative Officer at V4Good,
United Arab Emirates

Creative Officer at Noah’s Ark
Communications, Nigeria
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LOERIES JUDGES HIGHLIGHTS
Design

“Design for the digital category was
exceptionally strong from the Middle
East. The most inspiring innovation
from them was in using design to
solve real world problems. We had a
tough time choosing favourites.”
- Sarita Immelman - FCo-

Founder & Creative Director at
Fresh Helga, Johannesburg

“We’ve heard work that has pushed the envelope,
but also seen pieces that weren’t anything out of the
ordinary, although the thinking behind them together
and the way they were executed made
them amazing.”
- Galaletsang Kgoathe - Creative Director at FCB,
Johannesburg

Student

“I judged in the student category and I was absolutely amazed at
how remarkable the entries were. At one point I even questioned if
it was a student or a professional that did it.”
- Koo Govender - Chief Executive Officer South Africa at Dentsu
International, Johannesburg

Live PR & OOH

“The use of technology in media stood
out for me. It was great to see brands
being bold while staying purposeful.”
- Waithera Kabiru - Head of Media
Future at EABL Films, Kenya

Radio Craft
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LOERIES HIGHLIGHTS
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